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• Word Definition 2

Level 1

Directions: Choose the answer choice that best defines the word in capital letters.

1) FAR

6) CHAIR

A. a short way
B. a small way
C. a long way

A. something you run in
B. something you sit in
C. something you sleep in

2) HOT

7) SHOES

A. something very warm
B. something very cool
C. something very new

A. something you cook
B. something you read
C. something you wear

3) ARM

8) DINNER

A. a part of the body
B. a part of a house
C. a type of food

A. a morning meal
B. an evening meal
C. a midday meal

4) CHILD

9) SCHOOL

A. an old person
B. a young person
C. an elderly person

A. a place to learn
B. a place to swim
C. a place to sleep

5) MIX

10) COOK

A. to make new
B. to bring together
C. to cook

A. to make clothes
B. to read books
C. to make a meal
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Answers and Explanations
1) C
far (adjective): characterized by a great or broad distance. The stars are far away from the Earth.
2) A
hot (adjective): having a very high temperature. The food was so hot that it burned my tongue.
3) A
arm (noun): a limb of the upper body. My sister has a tattoo on her arm.
4) B
child (noun): a young person between infancy and youth. The five-year-old child cried when the ice cream was gone.
5) B
mix (verb): to combine or blend into one. To make cookies you must first mix butter and sugar.
6) B
chair (noun): a seat with four legs and a back used for a person to sit in. The table has four chairs for diners to sit in.
7) C
shoes (noun): an outer covering worn on the human foot. Mary puts her shoes on to go play outside.
8) B
dinner (noun): a principal meal taken towards the end of the day, sometimes a formal meal. I eat dinner after I get home from work
in the evening.
9) A
school (noun): a place or organization where teachers provide instruction to students. Margot loves to go to school to learn about
math.
10) C
cook (verb): to prepare a meal or food for eating. Jorge likes to cook pasta for dinner.
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